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BATTLING WITH ATLANTIC STORMS

After a 24-hour battle with storms over the Atlantic pilots of Ferry Command

of-the Royal Air Force set down four Catalina flying boats at bases in Britain,

One captain, a pilot with 37 transatlantic crossings to his credit, described
this trip of 3,500 miles from Bermude, as. the worst he had ever-experienced, At

times his Catalina was tossed about like a feather in a gale. At one stage it was

practically over on its back, flying upside down.

The crew of one of the flying boats jettisoned everything detachable in order

that their fast-failing fuel might carry them to an emergency landing in Northern

Ireland,

Young graduates of the British Commonwealth Air Training plan were among the

crews. They acted as second pilots, navigators, wireless operators and flight

engineers.

So badly was one aircraft buffetted about that when it landed in Northern Ireland

the metal covering had started to strip off the tailplane. Icing was exceptionally

bad, and in the words of the pilot had "pulverized" the metal of the propeller hub

and the engine ring.

A few hours after the flight began the storm and tossing about rendered "George",
the automatic pilot, unserviceable and for seventeen hours the pilot had to fly

manually every minute of that seventeen hours, a physical and mental strain.

To add to their difficulties, although they did not knew it at the time, something
had affected their compass. On landing it was found to be fifteen degrees out.

There was no flying around the storm which was met a few hundred miles out.

As the flight continued it seemed to get worse.

"About 1500 miles out we really hit it," a wireless operator said, "Something
struck the kite then and for the next minute or so what happened was almost unbelievable,

The skipper says we went up 500 feet and down 600 feet as nearly simultaneously
as mattered. In any event everything that was loose in the aircraft began flying
around the fuselage, ¥e began ducking our personal luggage, spare parts and

everything else* ¥e were all spattered with oil that came splashing out of every

place it could splash from",

"And that wasn't all," the civilian wireless operator added, "I was sitting at

the wireless set and suddenly blue flames started shooting out from it, I don*t

know' whether it was. static electricity or whether we were hit by lightning • that our

radio aerial diverted through the wireless. The same blue lights were just dancing

along the top of our wing,"

When he found that he could not get round the storm the captain decided to try

to get above it. Despite the fact that they had no oxygon equipment he climbed to

almost nineteen thousand feet and stayed there for almost an hour. At that height

oxygen is almost a necessity, •

"The skipper told us all to sit down and not move around any more than was

absolutely necessary," said the wireless operator, "But sometimes we had to get

around. Even walking the few feet to the rear of the fuselage was a physical effort,

You‘d come back absolutely tired out. We sat there and watched our finger nails

slowly turning blue from lack of oxygen",

Seventeen hours out from the North American base the aircraft reached the

southern tip of Ireland, They knew they were badly off course and that to continue

meant flying over the Irish Free State, a neutral country.

/So it was
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So it was decided to head out to ,sea again,..in spite of physical exhaustion

and wait for dawn to make a landfall, They, flew back west for an hour and once

again local stems were encountered.

These storms were so bad that it took another five hours to make base in

Northern Ireland, The journey ended 23 hours and 38 minutes after take-off.

None of the members of the crews was any the worse for their experience,
except that they did have a few bouts with air-sickness on the way across,'

Three Canadians among the crews are looking forward to a white Christmas back

home in Canada,
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